All American Fantasy Sports

Contest Info
All American Home Run Derby Schedule The All American Home Run Derby lasts 10 days and there are 2 contests
each month during the baseball season.
·

Contest starts on the 1st of the month and runs through the 10th

·

Sign up starts on the 11th of the month and runs until 7:00 pm EST on the 16th

·
Contest starts on the 16th of the month and runs through the 25th ·
Sign up starts on the 26th of the month and runs
until 7:00 pm EST on the 1st
How To Play
The All American Home Run Derby is pretty simple. Create a 5 man roster by selecting 1 player from each group of 5.
You will be randomly matched up against another participant and the team with the most home runs at the end of the
contest wins. There is no need to worry about any other stat or some complicated formula to figure out your score. The
head to head matchups will be posted in the All American Matchups section on the main page of the site. Once you see
who your opponent is you will need to go to the leader board to check both teams scores. You may enter multiple teams,
even at the same dollar amount and not have to worry about playing yourself. We will always have you matched up
against someone else.
Prizes The All American Home Run Derby offers 90% payouts. Below are the prizes for the
head to head games we offer.
Entry Fee
Prize
$10
$18
$25
$45
$50
$90
$100
$180
Winners will be paid within 5 days after the completion of the contest via PayPal.
Winners understand that they are solely responsible for reporting their winnings on their US tax returns and it is not the
responsibility of All American Fantasy Sports. Tie Breaker There is no need to select a tie breaker. The tie breaker
will be determined by matching up your A List hitter against your opponents A List hitter and the higher total will take the
prize. If the A List hitters also happen to tie or they are the same player, then the B List hitter will be matched up against
each other and so on. If your team is identical to your opponents team then go and buy a lottery ticket because the odds
of picking the exact same team is 1 in 3125. Now seriously, we will refund your entry fee. About the All American Home
Run Derby We know that many people participate in season long fantasy baseball and more and more people are
starting to compete in the daily fantasy baseball contests. We also know there are a lot of baseball fans that do not want
to put in the time and effort to participate in fantasy baseball. This simple contest was created to provide entertainment
for the extreme fantasy baseball player and the casual baseball fan. For the extreme fantasy baseball player who plays
in 3 season long leagues and competes regularly in daily fantasy baseball contests, this is a perfect supplement. The
payouts are great and research can still be done to select the best 5 hitters out of the 25 available. For the casual fan
that does not necessarily want to put the time into playing a season long contest, but still would like to play something for
a game they love, this is the perfect contest. Signing up and entering a team takes a few minutes and there is no
maintenance. Is This Legal? Yes, of course this game of skill is legal. All American Fantasy Sports complies with the
2006 Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act. Although, participants must be US Citizens, 18 years old or of legal
age and NOT a resident of Arizona, Iowa, Louisiana, Maryland, Montana, North Dakota or Vermont. See our terms and
conditions for more details.
Requirements
·

Enjoy baseball

·

Enjoy competition

·

Have a PayPal account

·

Comply with our terms and conditions

http://allamericanfantasy.com/baseball
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